Living & Learning in the Sonoran Desert

The Cooper Center for Environmental Learning
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The Cooper Center for Environmental Learning
(a.k.a. Camp Cooper) offers programs to increase understanding and deepen feelings for the earth and its life. This is accomplished through extended educational experiences for learners of all ages, inspiring individuals to develop sound ecological practices in the Sonoran Desert. The Cooper Center promotes strong partnerships and helps educators integrate environmental learning and sustainable practices in the community.

At the Cooper Center you’ll find:

• Multi-night experiences in earth education, such as Earthkeepers (grades 4-5) and Sunship III (grades 7-8).

• Single-night and day programs that combine basic ecological concepts with natural world experiences (grades K-8).

• Facility rental opportunities for meetings, workshops, retreats, and more in a rustic desert setting.

• Hands-on learning for UA students in education, architecture, sustainable development, fine arts, science, and more.

• Workshops and professional development opportunities in environmental learning, sustainability, and earth education.

Creating lasting memories since 1964.
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